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Inno novelties at Stockholm Furniture Fair 7 – 11 February 2012
We are launching the new table series Lab and the complete Basso family with four different sizes and
several leg options for conference needs. We will also introduce Kola with wooden legs, the newcomer in the
popular Kola family. During the fair Inno Svenska’s showroom in Stockholm Design Destrict welcomes you
with an exhibition of our very latest news.
LAB design Harri Korhonen
Lab is a new pure and light modular meeting or dining table. Its wooden legs (birch / oak / stained, painted or
natural) evoke homely warmth. Width 800-1200mm, different lenghts.
BASSO design Harri Korhonen
Basso is a family of chairs with remarkable sitting comfort. Basso creates discreet reliability and even playful
ambiance particularly in meeting rooms. It has a lumbar support embedded in the steamlined profile. The
upholstered armrest protects the egde of the table top. Basso S is a stackable side chair that completes the
Basso range of meeting chairs. The slimline structure is proven to be strong and durable (tested
ISO7173:1989, level 5).
KOLA design Mikko Laakkonen
Kola Light Wood is the newest member of the growing Kola family. The combination of warm materials
reflects the current interior spirit. Kola is aesthetically and weight wise a light chair making it fit both public
and private modern interiors. The seat, manufactured of 100% recyclable polyester felt, is part of the
supporting construction. It has also great acoustic absorption capacities. The felt seat can easily be renewed
which gives the chair a longer life cycle and accordingly it leaves a smaller ecological footprint. The
upholstered cushion gives extra comfort and allows the use of playful colours. Fire resistant according to EN
1021-1 and EN 1021-2. Easy to clean. Kola family includes an easy chair, a rocking chair, a meeting or
dining chair and a stacking small chair with or without armrests.
AURA design Mikko Laakkonen
Aura surrounds you and is a perfect 2-seater sofa for creating peaceful interiors. Thanks to its high back, the
tempting and sympathetic Aura works also as a divider. The light looking new sofa is presented exclusively
in the city showroom.
Press pictures: http://www.inno.fi/fileadmin/flash/index.html#stat/9
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